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ABSTRACT: With the rapid growth of the economy and industrial
technology, vigoroso and stable power distribution networks have
gradually been established worldwide. Among these networks,
underground cables play a crucial role in the distribution process,
determining the overall electrical stability of entire cities. Based on
density functional theory, this paper first proposes a TiO2 particle-
doped MoTe2 monolayer to detect and eliminate these faults and
hazardous gases within the underground cableway. The band
structure, total density of states, projected density of states, and
differential charge density are analyzed. The results demonstrate that
the presence of TiO2 particles significantly enhances the adsorption
capacity of MoTe2, diminishes the electrical conductivity of the
doping system, and heightens electron activity in the doping reaction
zone. The best adsorption performance is achieved in the case of two-particle doping. Furthermore, the modified MoTe2 exhibits an
enhanced capability for capturing SO2 and SOF2, with the adsorption mechanism classified as physical−chemical adsorption. This
work not only introduces a novel surface modification method for a MoTe2 monolayer but also provides a substantial data set to
support the design and production of efficient sensors used in the underground cableway. These contributions further enhance the
safety and stability of power systems and ensure human health.

1. INTRODUCTION
The safety concerns related to cable operation have
consistently been a focal point within the high-voltage
industry.1,2 They play a crucial role in determining power
transmission across the entire region and serve as the lifeblood
of the national economy. Nevertheless, in the present stage, the
monitoring of cable faults significantly lags behind the rapid
pace of technological advancement, resulting in numerous
safety issues during production. One of these issues pertains to
the inevitable development of insulation defects in the external
insulation layer of cables as their operational lifespan increases,
consequently leading to partial discharges (PDs).3,4 This
process produces a substantial amount of fault gases and
hazardous compounds, including CO, SO2, and SOF2. SO2 is
generated when cables are aged and heated, while the channel
generates SOF2 in the case of severe partial discharges.
Meanwhile, the SF6 gas contained in the cable insulation layer
reacts with trace water under partial discharge conditions,
generating various characteristic decomposition components
such as SO2 and SOF2 at different concentrations.5,6

Simultaneously, as the discharge intensifies and the cable
ages, a significant amount of CO will gradually be produced in
underground cable channels.7 In addition, when a fire occurs in

the underground cableway, the insufficient combustion of the
insulation also generates large amounts of CO. These gases not
only pose a serious threat to the atmospheric environment but
also present immeasurable risks to personnel working within
underground cable channels. Therefore, achieving online
monitoring and sensing of these faults and harmful gases is
of paramount importance for the development of a resilient
and secure power grid.

Since the mechanical exfoliation of graphene in 2004, the
exploration of 2D materials has experienced a remarkable surge
over the past 19 years, spanning various disciplines such as
condensed matter physics, electronic engineering, and
materials science.8−10 Starting with graphene, these two-
dimensional materials have evolved into a diverse and
expansive family characterized by their distinct structural
features and physicochemical properties, progressively estab-
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lishing themselves as one of the most captivating categories of
potential materials.11,12 However, due to graphene’s inherent
lack of a band gap and the absence of a straightforward method
to induce one, researchers have progressively shifted their
attention to other two-dimensional materials.

MoTe2, a constituent of the transition-metal dichalcogenide
(TMD) family, has garnered significant attention from the
academic community in recent years.13−15 MoTe2 has gained
prominence due to its robust spin−orbit coupling, diverse
phase structures, exceptionally high charge carrier mobility,
unsaturated magnetoresistance, and a rich interplay of
nontrivial topological features and superconducting electronic
states, positioning it at the forefront of materials for topological
superconductivity and quantum computing research.16,17

Leveraging the exceptional electronic properties of MoTe2
and its potential for adsorption and sensing.18−20 Moreover,
considering that monolayers of MoTe2 exhibit similar features
to other TMDs, such as MoS2 and MoSe2, this similarity holds
promise for favorable sensing characteristics.21−24 This paper
first considers the utilization of single-layer MoTe2 for the
detection and mitigation of faulty and hazardous gases within
underground cable conduits, and this innovation holds the
promise of enabling real-time monitoring of cables and faults,
thereby contributing to the advancement of Internet-of-Things
(IoT) technology.

Nanoparticle modification is one of the essential methods
for enhancing the adsorption and sensing performance of
materials,25,26 which has also been adopted in this work.
Considering cost-effectiveness and preparation feasibility and
given the outstanding performance of TiO2 particles in
material modification, TiO2 particles were used as dopants.
Additionally, taking into account the surface modification
conditions in practical applications, this work incorporated
dopant particle quantities ranging from one to three carefully
selected based on the physical structure and adsorption
performance of the adsorption system to investigate the most
stable configurations. The band structures, total density of
states (DOS), projected density of states (PDOS), differential
charge density (DCD), and the molecular orbital theory of
different adsorption systems were analyzed, further revealing
the adsorption and sensing mechanisms of these gases on the
TiO2 particle-modified MoTe2 monolayer. The findings of this
article offer theoretical guidance for the development of

efficient and highly selective online monitoring sensors for
underground cable channels, ensuring the stability and
reliability of the power grid as well as the safety of cable
operators.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The entire calculations in this work are based on density
functional theory (DFT).27,28 Geometry optimization and
energy calculations were performed by using the Dmol3
software package. Initially, a 4 × 4 × 1 supercell of MoTe2
was constructed comprising 16 Mo atoms and 32 Te atoms.
Additionally, a vacuum space of 20 Å was built to mitigate the
influence of neighboring unit cells.29 Grimme referring to D3
was employed to treat vdW interactions.30,31 For structure
optimization and energy calculations, a generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
functional was employed to handle exchange−correlation
electronic energy.32,33 Atomic orbitals were described using
double numerical plus polarization (DNP), while the valence
and core electrons were treated with density functional theory
semicore pseudopotentials (DSSP).34 Furthermore, given the
electrical properties of MoTe2, no spin restriction was applied
to the electronic spin. To perform geometry optimization and
energy calculations for the supercell, a Monkhorst−Pack k-
point grid of 8 × 8 × 1 was defined, which is particularly
suitable for 2D materials like MoTe2. To ensure computational
accuracy, energy convergence tolerance, maximum force, and
displacement were set to 10−6 Ha, 2 × 10−3 Ha/Å, and 5 ×
10−3 Å, respectively, while the self-consistent field convergence
precision was established at 10−6 Ha.35 In addition, various
initial configurations were explored and tested, and we selected
the most stable structure by the magnitude of the adsorption
energy. The global orbital cutoff radius was set at 5.0 Å. The
binding energy (Eb), the adsorption energy (Eads), the charge
transfer (ΔQ), and Eg (energy gap) are defined as follows.36

The binding energy (Eb) of nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped
MoTe2 was calculated as

=E E E EX Xb MoTe MoTe2 2 (1)

where EX‑MoTed2
, EX, and EMoSed2

represent the total energy of
nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2, isolated nTiO2
particles (n = 1−3), and a pure MoTe2 monolayer,

Figure 1. Optimized structures of (a) Target gases, (b) nTiO2 particles (n = 1−3), (c) pure MoTe2, and (d−f) nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped
MoTe2.
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respectively. Higher binding energy indicates a more stable
system.

The adsorption energy (Eads) of surface reaction processes
was calculated as

=E E E EX Xads gas/ MoTe MoTe gas2 2 (2)

where Egas/X‑MoTed2
, EX‑MoTed2

, and Egas represent the total energy
of the adsorbed system gas/nTiO2−MoTe2 (n = 1−3), nTiO2

particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2, and the isolated gas
molecules, respectively.

The charge amount can be obtained through Millikan charge
analysis, and the charge transfer (ΔQ) was defined by

=Q Q Qa b (3)

where Qa and Qb represent the charge of gases after and before
adsorption, respectively.

Figure 2. (a−d) Differential charge density (DCD) and (e−h) band structures of pure MoTe2 and different doped systems.

Figure 3. Most stable structures of faulty and hazardous gas adsorption on a pure MoTe2 monolayer and differential charge density and density of
states analysis of (a) CO/MoTe2, (b) SO2/MoTe2, and (c) SOF2/MoTe2.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimized Structures and Electronic Property

Analysis of Target Gases and a nTiO2 Particle (n = 1−3)-
Doped MoTe2 Monolayer. In order to obtain the most
stable doped structure, we perform structural optimizations of
different doping sites by the above computational method, and
Figure 1 shows the optimized structures and electronic
property analysis of target gases and nTiO2 particle (n = 1−
3)-doped MoTe2. The figure illustrates that the CO molecule
has a C−O bond length of 1.142 Å. In contrast, SO2 exhibits a
S−O bond length of 1.480 Å with sp2 hybridization. It is worth
noting that SOF2, a characteristic decomposition component
of SF6 under partial discharge conditions, is highly toxic. This
compound has S−O and S−F bond lengths of 1.460 and 1.671
Å, respectively. Figure 1b depicts how an increasing number of
TiO2 particles tend to cluster, potentially forming stable cyclic
cluster structures. In terms of the geometric structure, the
intrinsic MoTe2 structure offers a large specific surface area
with numerous adsorption sites, making it highly capable of
capturing fault gases in the cable channels. Figures 1d−f
displays the top and side views of the most stable structure of a
TiO2 nanoparticle-doped MoTe2 monolayer, with binding
energies (Ebs) of −0.922, −0.873, and −0.684 eV, respectively.
These values indicate that an increase in the number of dopant
particles decreases the stability of the entire doping system.
Additionally, when dopants interact with the substrate surface,
chemical bonds form, providing a stable support for gas
adsorption.

Differential charge density (DCD) and band structures of
pure MoTe2 and different doped systems are shown in Figure
2a−h. For the interpretation of DCD, the red region represents
an increase in electron density, while the green region
represents a decrease in electron density, and the shade of
color indicates the degree of charge aggregation. Meanwhile,
the color map goes from −0.10 to 0.10 e/Å in this work. In
addition, the calculation of the band structures can help in
understanding the electronic properties of the modified
material and assist in the development and utilization of gas
sensors. According to the DCD analysis, it is evident that TiO2
particle dopants function as electron acceptors, signifying that
the primary electron transfer originates from the MoTe2
surface toward the dopants. The calculated electron transfer
values from Millikan charge analysis are −0.381 e, − 0.392 e,
and −0.598 e, implying the highest rate of electron migration
when three TiO2 particles are present. Furthermore, there is a
conspicuous distinction in charge polarity within the doping
region, indicating pronounced chemical reaction phenomena
and thus underscoring the high stability and active electron
attributes of the doping system. Band structure calculations
unveil that the original MoTe2 possesses a band gap of 1.274
eV. Postdoping, the band-gap values measure 1.101, 1.171, and
1.194 eV for varying quantities of TiO2 nanoparticles. These
changes exert a minimal influence on the energy level
distribution with a decrease in the band gap of approximately
0.10 eV under different doping conditions. This effect can
primarily be attributed to the reduced conduction band after
particle doping. Collectively, the electron characteristics
converge toward a common objective: TiO2 particles have
the potential to marginally enhance the band gap, diminish the
electrical conductivity of the doping system, and heighten
electron activity in the doping reaction zone, thereby
facilitating gas capture.

3.2. Faulty and Hazardous Gas Adsorption on a Pure
MoTe2 Monolayer. Figure 3a−c illustrates the presentation
of the most stable structures for the adsorption of faulty and
hazardous gases on a MoTe2 monolayer, along with the
differential charge density and state density of the adsorption
systems. In the figure, the adsorption distance is the closest
distance between an atom in a gas molecule and a neighboring
atom in the substrate. Integration of the adsorption data
analysis and electronic properties reveals that the MoTe2
monolayer demonstrates only a moderate adsorption capacity
for these three target gases, primarily manifesting weak physical
adsorption reactions. Geometric structure analysis suggests
that gas molecules tend to adsorb at the center of the plane
composed of three Te atoms on the MoTe2 surface. The
adsorption energies (Eads) for the three systems, namely, CO/
MoTe2, SO2/MoTe2, and SOF2/MoTe2, are −0.127, −0.372,
and −0.331 eV, with corresponding charge transfer quantities
of −0.001 e, 0.140 e, and −0.049 e, respectively. The weak
adsorption energy and the small amount of charge transfer
prove that the intrinsic MoTe2 has insufficient adsorption
capacity for these target gases, and therefore, the sensitivity of
gas detection is poor. Among these, CO adsorption exhibits
the weakest capture effect, essentially suggesting weak physical
interactions, while SO2 adsorption outperforms the other two
gases. The electron layer distribution of CO is more stable
than that of the other two molecules; therefore, the gas
adsorption is only physical and the charge transfer is quite
small. Additionally, the adsorption distances for all three
systems exceed 3 Å, maintaining a high level of consistency
with other adsorption data, thus confirming the accuracy of the
optimization results. From the distribution of the density of
states (DOS), it can be observed that the reactivity of these
gases on the MoTe2 surface is minimal, with almost no
significant impact on the electron distribution, except for a
slight increase in electron density in the energy range from −6
eV to the Fermi level. Moreover, in the case of SO2 adsorption,
the charge density to the right of the Fermi level increases after
gas adsorption, indicating an overall enhancement of the
electrical conductivity for the entire adsorption system (Table
1).

DCD analysis reveals that gas molecules primarily function
as electron acceptors during the surface action process, with
the highest electron differential charge density observed in the
case of SO2 adsorption, aligning with the charge-transfer
analysis results. Combining multidimensional structural and
electronic property analyses, it can be inferred that the
adsorption capacity of the pristine MoTe2 monolayer is
insufficient, and its detection ability for these faulty and
hazardous gases has not yet reached the desired level.
3.3. Geometric Structures of CO, SO2, SOF2 on nTiO2

Particle (n = 1−3)-Doped MoTe2. In this section, various
adsorption positions of the target gas on nTiO2 particle (n =
1−3)-doped MoTe2 surface were calculated, and the most

Table 1. Adsorption Energy (Eads), Charge Transfer (Qt),
and the Adsorption Distance (d) of the Pure MoTe2
Monolayer

structure figure Eads (eV) Qt (e) d (Å)

CO/MoTe2 Figure 3a −0.127 −0.001 3.769
SO2/MoTe2 Figure 3b −0.372 0.140 3.189
SOF2/MoTe2 Figure 3c −0.331 −0.331 3.684
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stable adsorption structures under different doping scenarios,
as shown in Figure 4a−i, were selected. After modification with
a single TiO2 nanoparticle, the adsorption performance was
significantly enhanced, with adsorption energy at least three
times higher than that of the original MoTe2 monolayer. The
adsorption energies for systems CO/TiO2−MoTe2, SO2/
TiO2−MoTe2, and SOF2/TiO2−MoTe2 are −0.940 1.083,
and −1.073 eV, respectively, demonstrating competitive
adsorption performance. It is worth noting that the adsorption
of CO and SO2 molecules results in minimal structural
changes, indicating physisorption, while SOF2 molecules
undergo decomposition upon adsorption, forming independ-
ent F atoms and SOF groups bonded stably to TiO2,
suggesting chemisorption for SOF2/TiO2−MoTe2. When two
TiO2 particles are doped, the adsorption strength exhibits a
turning point, with the adsorption order being SOF2 > SO2 >
CO, and the adsorption energy values decreasing in a stepwise
manner, measuring −3.299, −1.697, and −0.922 eV,
respectively. Compared to the first case, the CO molecule
shifts from the dopant’s slanted position to the directly above
position, while the SO2 adsorption site changes from a
horizontal position to above the dopant. Additionally, SOF2
also undergoes decomposition, but the interaction strength is
stronger than when a single TiO2 modification is applied. In
the three TiO2-modified MoTe2 adsorption systems, the CO
adsorption system exhibits a noticeable decrease in adsorption
energy, being only half of the first two adsorption scenarios. In
contrast, the SO2 adsorption performance reached its optimum
value. Unfortunately, the adsorption capacity of SOF2

significantly decreases. To better illustrate the electronic
property changes before and after gas adsorption, we show
the differential charge density in the upper left corner of the
adsorption structures. It can be observed that only in the CO/
TiO2−MoTe2 and CO/3TiO2−MoTe2 systems do the target
gases act as electron donors, while in the other systems, the
target gases act as electron acceptors, and the substrate
modified by the dopant acts as an electron donor. From the
values of charge transfer, SOF2 exhibits the highest electron
transfer due to chemisorption, and the electronic active region
and stable region on the differential charge density are more
visual. CO adsorption is primarily attributed to physisorption,
resulting in a lower amount of electron transfer and a more
gradual charge distribution. Compared to the Sc-doped
MoTe2, nTiO2 particle doping improves the adsorption energy
of SO2 and SOF2 by 30%.20 In summary, the effect of TiO2
nanoparticle dopants promotes the adsorption performance of
original MoTe2 and enhances the adsorption selectivity and
sensitivity for these gases, facilitating the development and
production of corresponding sensors (Table 2).
3.4. Electronic Properties of CO, SO2, SOF2 on nTiO2

Particle (n = 1−3)-Doped MoTe2. To further elucidate the
adsorption and sensing mechanisms of the target gases on the
MoTe2 surface, the total density of states (DOS) of CO, SO2,
and SOF2 adsorption on nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped
MoTe2 is presented in Figure 5. Among the three CO
adsorption systems, the influence of CO addition on DOS is
almost negligible, especially in the cases of TiO2 and 2TiO2
doping, where the DOS before and after adsorption essentially

Figure 4. Geometric structures of CO, SO2, and SOF2 on the nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2 monolayer.
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overlap. However, when interacting with 3TiO2, a DOS peak
near the Fermi level increases in the valence band region,
attributed to electronic rearrangement after CO adsorption. In
the case of SO2 adsorption systems, the DOS of the adsorbed
gas is mainly distributed in the −10 eV to Fermi level range.
For SO2/TiO2−MoTe2, after gas adsorption, the overall DOS

shifts slightly to the right, causing more electrons to transition
from the valence band to the conduction band, ultimately
resulting in an increase in the system’s electrical conductivity.
The SO2/2TiO2−MoTe2 adsorption systems exhibit a similar
trend, as the presence of SO2 leads to a redistribution of
electrons in the −5 to 0 and −17.5 to 15 eV energy level
intervals. A significant DOS peak appears at the −16 eV energy
level, while the distribution of electrons in the −5 to 0 eV
range becomes more uniform. Due to chemical adsorption, the
DOS of SOF2 adsorption systems exhibits a broader
distribution in the valence band region with multiple smaller
DOS peaks. Additionally, charge migration near the Fermi
level occurs, resulting in distinct changes in resistivity.

The distribution of projected density of states (PDOS) can
effectively reveal the reasons for changes in the total density of
states (DOS), as shown in Figure 6, which provides the PDOS
for CO, SO2, and SOF2 adsorption on nTiO2 particle (n = 1−
3)-doped MoTe2. The dashed line represents the Fermi level.
It can be observed that the PDOS peaks of the CO adsorption
system reach around 6 eV, which is the highest among these
three adsorbed gases. However, due to the mild surface

Table 2. Adsorption Energy (Eads), Charge Transfer (Qt),
and the Adsorption Distance (d) of the nTiO2 Particle (n =
1−3)-Doped MoTe2 Monolayer

structure figure Eads (eV) Qt (e) d (Å)

CO/TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4a −0.940 0.180 2.216
SO2/TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4b −1.083 −0.302 1.975
SOF2/TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4c −1.073 −0.561 1.898
CO/2TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4d −0.922 −0.433 2.274
SO2/2TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4e −1.697 −0.274 1.805
SOF2/2TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4f −3.299 −0.529 1.820
CO/3TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4g −0.531 0.077 2.398
SO2/3TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4h −1.740 −0.264 1.859
SOF2/3TiO2−MoTe2 Figure 4i −1.061 −0.025 2.329

Figure 5. Total density of states of CO, SO2, SOF2 on nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2.
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reaction, the PDOS is characterized by limited hybridization
and orbital mixing. In this context, the 2p orbitals of the O
atom play a predominant role in the adsorption process.
Regarding SO2 adsorption, there is significant hybridization
between the 2p orbitals of the O atom, the 2p orbitals of the S
atom, and the 4d orbitals of the Ti atom in the −10 to 0 eV
range, resulting in prominent peaks at various energy levels.
This phenomenon aligns with the adsorption behavior of SO2.
In the SOF2 adsorption system, the 2p orbitals of the F atom
make the most notable contribution, primarily attributed to the
formation of Ti−F bonds during the adsorption process.
3.5. Theoretical Recovery Time and Band-Structure

Analysis of the nTiO2 Particle (n = 1−3)-Doped MoTe2
Monolayer. The theoretical recovery time (τ) is one of the
most crucial parameters that decides the superiority of the new
gas-sensitive sensors.37,38 The theoretical recovery times of
CO, SO2, and SOF2 are explored to assess the sensing
capability and desorption effect of the nTiO2 particle (n = 1−
3)-doped MoTe2 monolayer. The τ is defined in eq 4.
Moreover, the calculation of the band structure facilitates the
understanding of the conductive properties; thus, the band

structures are shown in Figure 7. The lower the band gap, the
higher the conductivity.

= v E K Texp( / )0
1

ads B (4)

In the above equation, T is temperature, the Boltzmann
constant (KB) is a physical constant with respect to
temperature and energy, the value of KB is 8.62 × 10−5 eV
K−1, and v0 is the attempt frequency. Moreover, we have
several times calculated the attempt frequency for small
molecules adsorbed on TMD surfaces, and indeed, in most
cases, its value is on the order of 1012 s−1, and this conclusion is
consistent with the findings of the existing literature.39,40

The gas recovery time is one of the most characteristic
indicators of sensor performance, so we calculated the
theoretical gas recovery time for all target gases at room
temperature and 373 K. At room temperature, the slowest τ of
the three adsorption systems for CO is 7408.9 s, and the
slowest τ of the three adsorption systems for SO2 is 2.61 × 1017

s. Moreover, SOF2 escapes the surface of nTiO2 particle (n =
1−3)-doped MoTe2 and requires a minimum of 8.67 × 105.
When the temperature reaches 100 °C, the τ of CO/nTiO2−
MoTe2 systems is 4.80 s, 2.75 s, and 1.46 × 10−5 s, and the τ of

Figure 6. Projected density of states of CO, SO2, SOF2 on nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2.
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SO2/nTiO2−MoTe2 systems is 408.74 s, 7.86 × 1012 s, and
2.99 × 1012 s; at last, the τ of SOF2/nTiO2−MoTe2 systems is
299.59 s, 3.22 × 1032 s, and 206.36 s. In addition, the increase
in ambient temperature results in a significant decrease in gas
recovery time, and according to our calculations, ideal
desorption can be achieved at temperatures above 100 °C.
This result indicates that CO adsorption can achieve an ideal
recovery time, which is favorable for recycling of the sensor,
while SO2 and SOF2 can achieve ideal gas recovery
characteristics under some specific conditions, which is more
suitable for the adsorption of these two harmful gases. The
band-structures analysis shows that CO adsorption leads to a
small increase in the energy gap value,1.101−1.130, 1.125, and
1.209 eV in three adsorption regimes, resulting in a decrease in
the conductivity of the whole system. The SO2 adsorption
scenario keeps the energy gap value almost constant, whereas
SOF2 causes a decrease in the energy gap value. Such different
trends are effective for the sensing and monitoring of these
target gases.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the adsorption mechanism and electrical
properties of the nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2
monolayer to faulty and hazardous gases in the underground

cableway were first explored based on density functional
theory. The band structure, total density of states, projected
density of states, and differential charge density were analyzed,
and the primary conclusions are as follows:

(1) TiO2 particles have the potential to marginally enhance
the band gap, diminish the electrical conductivity of the
doping system, and heighten electron activity in the
doping reaction zone, thereby facilitating gas capture.

(2) The best adsorption performance was achieved in the
case of two-particle doping. Furthermore, the modified
MoTe2 exhibits an enhanced capability for capturing
SO2 and SOF2, with the adsorption mechanism classified
as physical−chemical adsorption.

(3) Significant differences in DOS and PDOS occur for
different adsorption systems; this is attributed to the
differences in electronic properties under different
adsorption types.

(4) Calculation of theoretical recovery time indicates that
CO adsorption can achieve ideal recovery time, which is
favorable for recycling of the sensor, while SO2 and
SOF2 can achieve ideal gas recovery characteristics
under some specific conditions, which is more suitable
for the adsorption of these two harmful gases.

Figure 7. Band structures of CO, SO2, and SOF2 on nTiO2 particle (n = 1−3)-doped MoTe2.
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This work not only introduces a novel surface modification
method for the MoTe2 monolayer but also provides a
substantial data set to support the design and production of
efficient sensors used in the underground cableway.
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